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Streaming by melody and rhythm 
Abstract 
Whilst many studies have assessed the efficacy of low-level similarity-based cues for auditory 
stream segregation, much less is known about whether and how the larger-scale structure of 
sound sequences support stream formation and the choice of sound organization. In two 
experiments, we investigated the effects of musical melody and rhythm on the segregation of 
two interleaved tone sequences. The two sets of tones fully overlapped in their pitch ranges, 
but differed from each other in interaural time and intensity differences. Unbeknownst to the 
listener, separately, each of the interleaved sequences was created from the notes of a 
different song. In different experimental conditions, the notes and/or their timing could either 
follow those of the songs, or they could be scrambled or, in case of timing, set to be 
isochronous. Listeners were asked to continuously report whether they heard a single coherent 
sequence (integrated) or two concurrent streams (segregated). Although temporal overlap 
between tones from the two streams proved to be the strongest cue for stream segregation, 
significant effects of tonality and familiarity with the songs were also observed. These results 
suggest that the regular temporal patterns are utilized as cues in auditory stream segregation 
and that long-term memory is involved in this process. 
PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.75.Cd, 43.66.Lj 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In everyday life, the ears continuously receive multiple sounds originating from concurrently 
active sound sources. In order to adapt to and efficiently interact with our environment, we 
need to organize these acoustic events into coherent sequences, termed auditory streams 
which are usually associated with separate sound sources (Bregman, 1990; Winkler et al., 
2009a). The formation of auditory streams has been investigated within the framework of 
auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990; Snyder and Alain, 2007; Winkler et al., 2009a). 
Several studies have shown that the auditory system forms streams by grouping together 
sounds with similar acoustic features (see e.g., Moore and Gockel, 2002). Recently, Bendixen 
et al. (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010) showed that the auditory system can 
utilize regular temporal patterns for sorting sounds into streams (see also Andreou et al., 
2011; Rimmele et al., 2012; Snyder and Weintraub, 2011). However, while the regularities 
tested by Bendixen and colleagues (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010) extended the 
intervals during which listeners perceived the tone sequence in terms of two streams, they did 
not affect the length of the intervals during which listeners perceived the tone sequence as a 
single integrated stream. This was taken to suggest that proto-objects (groupings of sounds 
that may appear in perception) may have two separate attributes that affect their competition 
for dominance. One is their ability to wrest dominance away from the currently dominant 
(perceived) proto-object. We term this attribute competitiveness. A proto-object with high 
competitiveness will shorten the dominance duration of other proto-objects. Thus the effect of 
a cue on the competitiveness of a proto-object can be assessed by measuring its effect on the 
dominance durations of other proto-objects. The other attribute of proto-objects reflects their 
ability to resist the competing proto-objects and thus to remain dominant. We term this 
attribute stability. A proto-object with high stability will have long dominance durations. Thus 
the effect of a cue on the stability of a proto-object can be assessed by measuring the 
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dominance durations of that proto-object itself. Switching occurs when the competitiveness 
value of a currently non-dominant proto-object exceeds the stability value of the currently 
dominant proto-object. Competitiveness and stability may be two independent attributes of 
proto-objects. Alternatively, it is possible that a common “activation” attribute (see Mill et al., 
2013) is affected differently by certain cues depending on whether the proto-object is 
dominant or not. Bendixen and colleagues (2010) implicitly suggested the latter by assuming 
that the regularity of their temporal patterns is only detected when the corresponding proto-
object is dominant. As a consequence, the regular temporal patterns tested by Bendixen and 
colleagues (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010) appeared only to stabilize auditory 
streams which have already been segregated but not to induce segregation by themselves. In 
contrast, the similarity-based cues tested so far (separation in pitch, sound source location, 
and amplitude modulation rate) not only extended the intervals of segregation but also 
shortened the intervals of integration (Bendixen et al., 2013; Denham et al., 2013; Szalárdy et 
al., 2013). On this basis, one may distinguish cues that induce percepts by increasing their 
competitiveness (percept-inducing cues) and cues that stabilize percepts by increasing their 
stability (percept-stabilizing cues); allowing also for cues that exert both effects (percept-
inducing/stabilizing cues). In the current study, we investigated whether melody and rhythm 
(two of the structural features characterizing human speech and music) can act as cues for 
auditory stream segregation and if so, whether they stabilize and/or induce auditory streams. 
Specifically, we tested whether the presence of melodic and rhythmic patterns, hidden 
separately in two interleaved tone sequences shortens the intervals during which listeners 
perceive the sequence as a single stream and/or extend the intervals during which two streams 
are perceived. 
Auditory stream segregation is often investigated in the classical auditory streaming 
paradigm, a stimulus configuration that consist of a repeating ‘ABA_’ pattern of sounds (van 
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Noorden, 1975), where ‘A’ and ‘B’ denote two sounds differing in some feature(s) and ‘_’ 
stands for a silent interval equaling the common duration of the two sounds. Depending on the 
stimulus parameters, this stimulus configuration is usually perceived in one of two different 
ways: Either all tones form a single sound stream termed the integrated percept or two 
streams are heard concurrently, one consisting only of the ‘A’ and the other only of the ‘B’ 
sounds (the segregated percept). Whereas the classical view suggested that perception settles 
on one of the two sound organizations (Bregman, 1990; van Noorden, 1975), more recent 
studies demonstrated that when listeners are exposed to ‘ABA_’ sequences for a few minutes, 
perception switches between alternative sound organizations (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen 
et al., 2010; Denham et al., 2010, 2013; Denham and Winkler, 2006; Gutschalk et al., 2005; 
Pressnitzer and Hupé, 2006; Szalárdy et al., 2013). This phenomenon is termed perceptual 
bistability and it reflects competition between alternative interpretations of the sensory input 
(Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Pressnitzer and Hupé, 2006; Winkler et al., 2012).  
Such bistable configurations can be used to investigate how various auditory cues affect the 
balance between the integrated and segregated perception of the sequence. Based on the view 
that auditory perceptual bistability reflects continuous competition between alternative sound 
organizations (Denham and Winkler, 2006; Denham et al., 2013; Winkler et al., 2009a; 
Winkler et al., 2012), a continuous measurement of the listener’s perception can be used to 
assess properties of the competition. For the analysis, the continuous record of the listener’s 
report is segmented into intervals between two perceptual switches (termed perceptual phase; 
i.e., the unbroken interval within which the listener reported the same percept). The mean 
durations of these perceptual phases, averaged separately for each possible percept, provide 
important information about the way a given cue affects auditory perceptual organization 
(Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen et al., 2013; Denham et al., 2013). For example, increasing 
the pitch separation in an ‘ABA_’ sequence prolongs the duration of segregated perceptual 
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phases and shortens the duration of integrated phases by causing switches back to segregation 
(Bendixen et al., 2013). The first effect (prolonging phases of the supported percept) can be 
regarded as stabilizing the percept, whereas the latter (shortening phases of the alternative 
percept) shows the effect of the cue on wresting dominance away from other organization in 
order to induce perception of the supported organization. Inserting regular pitch and intensity 
patterns separately into the ‘A’ and ‘B’ tone sets in an ‘ABA_’ paradigm prolonged the 
duration of segregated phases, but had no effect on the duration of the integrated phases, i.e. 
they did not cause perception to switch to ‘segregation’ (Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen et 
al., 2013). Basing on these results, Bendixen and colleagues (Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen 
et al., 2013) hypothesized that similarity-based cues can both induce and stabilize a perceptual 
organization (i.e., they are inducing/stabilizing cues), cues based on regular temporal patterns 
can only stabilize a percept (stabilizing cue). 
Here we investigated two cues, melody and rhythm, that are conceptually similar to the 
repetitive patterns used by Bendixen et al. (Bendixen et al., 2010; Bendixen et al., 2013; see 
also Andreou et al. 2011) in that they provide structure for sound sequences. Rhythm refers to 
the temporal arrangement of the shorter and longer notes and pauses in a sequence, while 
melody refers to the sequence of pitches carried by the sounds. Some studies have indicated 
that the roots of rhythm perception are already present at birth (Winkler et al., 2009b). 
However, so far few studies have directly investigated the effects of rhythmic structure on 
auditory stream segregation (but see Andreou et al., 2011; French-St George and Bregman, 
1989; Rimmele et al., 2012; Rogers and Bregman, 1993). Jones and her colleagues have long 
argued for an important role of rhythmic structure in auditory stream segregation (Jones, 
1976; Jones and Boltz, 1989), suggesting that temporal predictability guides the grouping of 
sounds through attentive processes (Demany and Semal, 2002; Devergie et al., 2010). 
Contrasting results were obtained by French-St. George and Bregman (1989), who found that 
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a temporal regularity inserted into an ‘AB’ sequence had no significant effect on auditory 
stream integration. Similarly, Rogers and Bregman (1993) found that a temporally predictable 
induction sequence did not  increase the segregation of the following ABA_ sequence 
compared to an unpredictable one. In contrast, two recent studies showed that temporal 
regularities help auditory stream segregation when listeners are instructed to attend one of the 
streams, even when regular temporal patterns appear only in the other stream (Andreou et al., 
2011; Rimmele et al., 2012). Whether the same is true for unbiased listening instructions (i.e., 
when the listener is not instructed to attend one of the streams), remains to be tested. 
The effects of melodic structure on streaming are also not well understood. Dowling and 
colleagues (Dowling, 1973; Dowling et al., 1987) showed that when a familiar melody was 
presented to listeners together with distracting sounds taken from the same pitch range, many 
listeners were able to separate the melody from the other sounds. A similar study was 
conducted by Bey and McAdams (2002), who presented listeners with two melodic patterns, 
each consisting of six tones. One of the patterns was interleaved with distractor tones. 
Listeners were then asked whether the two melodies were identical or not. Listeners’ 
recognition performance was higher when the target pattern was presented first without the 
distractor tones. The authors interpreted this result as showing that sequential stream 
segregation can be improved by previous knowledge, which is mediated by expectations (for 
a similar conclusion, see Devergie et al., 2010). However, in these studies, listeners were 
actively searching for familiar melodies, thus they intentionally attempted to segregate the 
interleaved sequences as it helped them to detect the target patterns. Several studies (e.g., 
McDermott et al., 2011) showed that familiarity with some given sounds (either through 
previous knowledge or exposure to the sounds prior to testing them as part of a mixture) 
enhances the likelihood of segregating them from other concurrent sounds even without the 
listener actively searching for the familiar sounds (for a review, see Snyder et al., 2012). 
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In the current study, we aimed at testing the effects of rhythm and melody on stream 
segregation without asking listeners to actively search for a particular rhythm or melody. Thus 
the task did not suggest them that segregation was preferable over integration. The two cues 
were separately tested in a 2 x 2 fully crossed design by inserting into sequences of 
interleaved ‘A’ and ‘B’ tones (an ‘ABAB...’ sequence) a) two different melodies (one for the 
‘A’ and the other for the ‘B’ tones), including their rhythmic structure, or b) the two melodies, 
each delivered at a uniform presentation rate, or c) separate randomized sequences of the 
notes of the two melodies, delivered with their original rhythm, or d) randomized sequences 
of the notes delivered at a uniform presentation rate (the baseline condition). In all conditions, 
‘A’ and ‘B’ differed by an interaural time and intensity difference (ITD and IID, respectively) 
that promoted the segregation of the two sets of sounds despite the almost complete overlap 
between the pitch ranges of the interleaved melodies. This allowed detecting potential 
stabilizing cues, which only exert their effect on streams already segregated on the basis of 
some inducing cue. Separation in virtual source location has been previously found to support 
auditory stream segregation, although compared with other cues, such as pitch separation, it is 
not a strong cue (e.g., Bőhm et al., 2013; Denham et al., 2010). If the melodic and/or rhythmic 
patterns hidden in the sequences are utilized as stream segregation cues, the proportion of 
segregation should increase in the corresponding experimental conditions compared to the 
baseline condition. Depending on whether this putative increase in the proportion of 
segregation is caused by prolonging the duration of segregated percepts alone or (also) by 
shortening the duration of integrated percepts, the percept-inducing and stabilizing qualities 
of melodic and rhythmic patterns will be characterized. 
Finally, we also wished to separate the effects of pattern recognition from those of regularity 
detection on auditory streaming. Therefore, we manipulated the familiarity of the melodies in 
the experiment by presenting well-known Hungarian and German songs to Hungarian and 
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English listeners. If familiarity (pattern recognition) is a necessary prerequisite for utilizing 
melodic and/or rhythmic cues, then Hungarian listeners should report more segregation for the 
Hungarian compared to the German melodies, whereas English listeners should show no such 
bias. 
Experiment I investigated the questions detailed above. Experiment II was designed to 
determine the acoustic cues underlying the effects found in Experiment I. 
 
II. EXPERIMENT I 
A. Methods 
1. Participants 
Twenty-five healthy Hungarian and twenty-one English participants took part in Experiment I 
(18-26 years of age, average age: 21.68, 10 female in the Hungarian and 18-35 years of age, 
average age: 21.00, 18 female in the English group). Three Hungarian and two English 
participants were rejected from the analysis: one of the Hungarian participants had difficulties 
in performing the task, reporting after the experimental session that he could not distinguish 
the different percepts; and two didn’t report perceptual switches throughout the whole 
experimental session; in the English group, one participant was rejected as she perceived 
neither the integrated, segregated or both percepts for more than 40% of the time, across all 
conditions, and another was discarded as she only perceived the segregated percept, across all 
conditions.  
Written informed consent was obtained from participants after the experimental procedures 
were explained to them. Participants were screened for intact hearing by audiometry before 
the start of the experiment. The criteria were that the hearing thresholds should not exceed 30 
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dB HL within the 250 to 8000 Hz frequency range, separately within each ear, and that 
threshold differences between the ears should not exceed 10 dB at any frequency. The study 
was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and 
Psychology, Research Centre for Natural Sciences, MTA and the University Human Research 
Ethics Committee of Plymouth University’s Faculty of Science and Technology, where the 
experiments were conducted. Participants received modest financial compensation in Hungary 
and Plymouth Psychology Participation Pool points (which count toward course credits) in the 
UK. 
2. Apparatus and stimuli 
Participants were presented with sequences of complex tones composed of 8 harmonics 
(weightings: 0.3, 0.15, 0.3, 0.09, 0.07, 0.05, 0.03 and 0.01; all starting in sine phase; tone 
duration 200 ms, including 50 ms onset and 50 ms offset ramps) alternating in interaural time 
difference (ITD, +/-100 micro-seconds) and, congruently, in interaural intensity difference 
(IID, +/-3dB), thus alternating tones were perceived as left- or right-lateralized. The perceived 
location difference provided the basis for the participants’ task (see Experimental procedure 
section below), and with no other cues, resulted in an approximate balance between the 
segregated and integrated perception of the sequence (see Results). The tones arriving from 
the same virtual source location were the notes of one of 4 different songs (Figure 1); the two 
interleaved sequences were always derived from different songs. The mean frequencies of the 
songs were 551.4 Hz (377.5 - 635 Hz, spanning 9 semitones [ST]) for the first Hungarian 
song (H1), 570.9 Hz (423.8 – 847.6, spanning 12 ST) for H2, 585.2 Hz (475.7 – 712.7 Hz, 
spanning 7 ST) for the first German song (G1), and 568.7 Hz (G2: 423.8 – 712.7 Hz, 
spanning 9 ST) for G2. Thus the largest difference between the mean frequencies for any pair 
of the four melodies was 1.03 ST. The base frequencies of all tones fell within the 377.5 - 
847.5 Hz range (spanning 14 ST in the B3-C5 range with H3 set at 400 Hz). 
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Separately for the left and right-side sequences, the onset-to-onset interval (termed stimulus 
onset asynchrony: SOA) between consecutive tones was either uniformly 400 ms (Constant-
Rhythm conditions) or varied between three discrete values, 200, 400, and 800 ms (Original-
Rhythm conditions), depending on the length of the corresponding musical note: eighth note - 
200 ms, quarter note - 400 ms, and half note - 800 ms. The mean SOAs for each song were: 
387.88 ms for H1, 533.33 ms for H2, 475.68 ms for G1, and 434.29 ms for G2. The onset of 
the right-side sequence was delayed by 200 ms with respect to the left-side sequence, which 
resulted in an overall uniform 200-ms SOA in the Constant-Rhythm conditions. Familiarity 
was manipulated by interleaving either the two Hungarian songs (H-H), the two German 
songs (G-G), or one of the Hungarian with one of the German songs (H-G). The choice of 
songs for the H-G combination was balanced across participants. Songs on each side were 
repeated separately until the length reached the four minute target duration of the stimulus 
blocks. In the Original-Melody conditions, the sequence of tone pitches followed the order of 
the notes in the corresponding melody. In the Random-Melody conditions, the order of the 
notes was separately randomized for each repetition of the melody and for each side. Thus the 
same rhythm and melody manipulation was always applied to both sides. 
Fully crossing the three manipulations resulted in twelve types of stimulus blocks for 
Experiment I: the three combinations of songs (H-H; G-G; H-G) × two types of rhythm 
(Constant; Original) × two types of melody (Random; Original). Four of these stimulus blocks 
were delivered twice to test the effects of familiarization with the task and pattern learning 
during the experiment: the three conditions with constant rhythm and random melody with the 
three types of song combinations (H-H, G-G, H-G); and the original rhythm/original 
melody/G-G condition. These four stimulus blocks were first presented at the beginning of the 
experiment in the following order: constant rhythm/random melody H-H, G-G, H-G 
conditions and then the original rhythm/original melody/G-G condition. By comparing the 
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listeners’ responses between the first and second presentation of these stimulus blocks, we 
could 1) determine the effects of familiarization with the task (shown by changes from the 
first to the second presentation of the constant rhythm/random melody stimulus blocks, 
because it is highly unlikely that listeners would remember long random pitch patterns for 
several minutes and thus would be helped by pattern recognition) and 2) test whether possible 
melody-related effects could be based on encountering the melodies multiple times during the 
experiment (i.e., once a melody following western musical conventions is segregated, if 
memorized, it could help listeners to segregate the streams whenever this melody is present in 
one of the streams: increased segregation on the second presentation of the original 
rhythm/original melody/G-G condition without corresponding changes in the other three 
repeated conditions). The order of the remaining twelve stimulus blocks was separately 
randomized for each listener. Overall, the experimental session consisted of sixteen stimulus 
blocks of 4 minutes duration, each. 
3. Experimental procedure 
Participants were seated in a comfortable chair in a sound-attenuated chamber, instructed to 
listen to the sound sequences and continuously indicate their perception with the help of two 
(Experiment I in Hungary) or three (Experiment I in the UK) response keys. (The reason for 
the difference was having different response button devices at the two laboratories.) They 
were asked to depress one of the keys when perceiving all tones - irrespective of their source 
location - as part of a single coherent sequence (integrated percept). Another response key 
was to be used when hearing two sound sequences in parallel, one from each side, or only one 
sequence with a uniform source location (segregated percept). If the listener heard one 
sequence containing tones from both sides and, at the same time, another sequence made up 
of tones with a uniform source location (both percept), then Hungarian participants were to 
depress both keys at the same time, whereas English participants were instructed to use the 
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third response key. Participants were instructed to release all keys when their percept didn’t 
match any of the types detailed above (neither percept).  The instructions emphasized to 
participants that they should keep the appropriate key(s) depressed as long as they heard the 
given sound organization and to release the key(s) as soon as the perception changed to some 
other sound organization. The response key assignment was balanced between participants. 
The experimenter made sure that participants understood the instructions using auditory 
illustrations. Depending on the participant, the instruction part lasted for 15-25 minutes. 
Between consecutive stimulus blocks, participants were allowed to relax for 1-2 minutes and 
longer breaks were inserted after the eighth stimulus block and whenever the participant 
needed it. The experiment session lasted for ca. 120 minutes.  
After the last stimulus block, the experimenter tested whether each participant recognized any 
of the four songs presented during the session. Each of the four songs was played once in a 
randomized order. After the presentation of each song, the participant was asked whether 
he/she recognized the song from the experiment and, separately, whether he/she was familiar 
with the song (i.e., heard it before the experiment). 
4. Data collection and analysis 
The state of the response keys was sampled at 250 Hz (4 ms sampling time) and perceptual 
phases were extracted from the continuous record. As was defined in Introduction, the term 
‘perceptual phase’ refers to the continuous time interval during which the same combination 
of the response keys was depressed (reporting the same perceptual organization). Perceptual 
phases shorter than 300 ms were excluded from the analysis as these may represent the 
participants’ inability to precisely synchronize the press and release of the response keys 
(Moreno-Bote et al., 2010). The proportion of each type of percept (the percentage of the 
overall time in which each percept was reported) and the average of the logarithm of the 
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phase durations in milliseconds were calculated separately for each participant, condition, and 
percept (integrated, segregated, both and neither). The proportion of a percept which was not 
reported in a stimulus block was taken to be 0 for the given stimulus block while the 
corresponding phase duration was set equal to the mean phase duration of the given percept 
across all conditions for the given participant. As the proportions of the both and neither 
percepts were relatively small during the whole experiment (both: 15.7%, neither: 3.9%) and 
no hypotheses referred to these percepts, these were not analyzed further. 
The effects of learning were tested by comparing the proportions and log-mean perceptual 
phase durations of the segregated and integrated percepts between the two presentations of 
the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody conditions using mixed model analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) with the factors Group (English vs. Hungarian; between-subject factor) × 
Presentation (1st vs. 2nd) × Song (H-H vs. G-G vs. G-H). Differences between the first and 
second presentation of the Original-Rhythm/Original-Melody/G-G conditions were tested 
using two-tailed, paired-sample Student’s t-test. Because this analysis was aimed at testing the 
effects of learning the task or a melody during the experiment, only effects involving the 
Presentation factor were followed up by post-hoc tests. Based on the results (see Results, The 
effects of learning during the experiment), for the rest of the analysis, we used the second 
presentation of these four stimulus blocks. 
The effects of melody, rhythm and familiarity with the songs were tested using mixed-model 
ANOVAs of the following structure, Group (English vs. Hungarian; between-subject factor) 
× Song (H-H vs. G-G vs. G-H) × Rhythm (constant vs. original) × Melody (random vs. 
original), separately for the proportions and the log-mean phase durations of the integrated 
and segregated percepts.  
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ANOVAs were calculated using the STATISTICA software package. Greenhouse-Geisser 
correction of sphericity violations was applied where applicable and the ε correction factor is 
reported. η2 effect size values are also reported for each significant effect and interaction. Post 
hoc analyses were conducted using the Tukey HSD test. All significant effects and 
interactions (α=.05) are reported. 
 
B. Results 
1. The effects of learning during the experiment 
Comparing the first and second presentation of the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody 
conditions, we found a significant main effect of Song (F(2,78) = 7.349, ε = 0.999, p < .01, η2 
= 0.159) as well as significant interactions between Group and Song (F(2,78) = 3.806, ε = 
0.999, p < .05, η2 = 0.089) and between Group, Presentation and Song (F(2,78) = 4.216, ε = 
0.963, p < .05, η2 = 0.098) for the proportion of the integrated percept. The interaction 
between Group, Presentation, and Song was caused by the significant difference between the 
first presentation of the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody/H-H condition and both 
presentations of the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody/G-H condition (Tukey HSD with df = 
78: p <.05) in the Hungarian but not in the English participants (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p 
>.73). For the proportion of the segregated percept, only a main effect of Presentation was 
found (F(1,39) = 5.704, p < .01, η2 = 0.128).  For the duration of integrated phases, a main 
effect of Song (F(2,78) = 3.193, ε = 0.953, p < .05, η2 = 0.076) and an interaction between 
Song and Presentation were found (F(2,78) = 6.047, ε = 0.949, p < .01, η2 = 0.134). The 
interaction was due to the first presentation of the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody/G-H 
condition being significantly different from the first presentation of Constant-
Rhythm/Random-Melody/H-H (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p <.001) condition and also from 
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the second presentation of the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody/G-G condition (Tukey 
HSD with df = 78: p <.05). No significant effects or interactions were obtained for the 
duration of the segregated percept in either group of participants.  
The t-tests comparing between the two presentations of the Original-Rhythm/Original-
Melody/G-G yielded no significant effects in either group of participants. Thus it appears that 
whereas we found an effect of familiarity with the task on the listeners’ perceptual reports, no 
effect of encountering a melody multiple times was observed.  
 
2. Proportion of the integrated and segregated percepts 
Figure 2 shows the proportions of the integrated and segregated percepts in the two 
participant groups, separately for each condition; each of the panels on the left column and the 
top row illustrate the data in a structure compatible with the testing of the effect of the main 
variables, whereas the lower right panel provides summaries of the three panels by collapsing 
the Song factor. For the proportion of the segregated percept, a significant three way 
interaction was found between Group, Song and Melody (F(2,78) = 3.350, ε = 0.966, p < .05, 
η2 = 0.079; Figure 2 upper left panel). Post-hoc tests revealed that this interaction was due to 
the proportion of the segregated percept being higher for the Hungarian but not for the 
English participants in the H-H/original-melody conditions compared to any of the random-
melody conditions as well as to the  G-G/original-melody condition (Tukey HSD with df = 
78: p < .05, at least). The Song and Rhythm factors significantly interacted with each other for 
the proportion of the integrated percept (F(2,78) = 4.039, ε = 0.711, p < .05, η2 = 0.093; 
Figure 2 lower left panel). This interaction was the result of the proportion of the integrated 
percept being lower for the H-H and H-G conditions than for the G-G conditions with the 
original rhythm (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p < .001, at least), but not with the constant 
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rhythm (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p >=.136). Main effects of Song and Rhythm were found 
for the proportion of both the integrated and the segregated percept (Song: F(2,78) = 16.951, ε 
= 0.973, p < .001, η2 = 0.303 and Rhythm: F(1,39) = 45.548, p < .001, η2 = 0.539 for the 
integrated percept; Song: F(2,78) = 11.002, ε = 0.959, p < .001, η2 = 0.220 and Rhythm: 
F(1,39) = 58.963, p < .001, η2 = 0.602 for the segregated percept; Figure 2 left panels). These 
main effects reflected that for the original rhythm and for the H-H and H-G songs, the 
proportion of the integrated percept was lower and that of the segregated percept was higher 
compared with the other conditions. 
 
3. Phase duration of the integrated and segregated percepts 
Figure 3 shows the log mean phase durations of the integrated and the segregated percepts in 
the two participant groups, separately for each condition in the same structure as was used for 
the percept proportions in Figure 2. A significant interaction between Song and Rhythm was 
found for the duration of segregated percepts (F(2,78) = 6.360, ε = 0.944, p < .01, η2 = 0.140; 
Figure 3 lower left panel). Post-hoc tests revealed that the three levels of Song didn’t differ 
from each other with the constant rhythm (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p >= .778), but with the 
original rhythm, significantly longer segregated phase durations were reported for the H-H 
and H-G than for the G-G Song conditions (Tukey HSD with df = 78: p < .001, all). Main 
effects of Song, Rhythm, and Melody were found on the log mean durations of both the 
integrated and the segregated percepts (Song: F(2,78) = 4.651, ε = 0.972, p < .05, η2 = 0.107, 
Rhythm: F(1,39) = 15.846, p < .001, η2 = 0.289, and Melody: F(1,39) = 8.803, p < .01, η2 = 
0.184 for the integrated percept; Song: F(2,78) = 5.660, ε = 0.979, p < .01, η2 = 0.127, 
Rhythm: F(1,39) = 28.955, p < .001, η2 = 0.426, and Melody: F(1,39) = 4.987, p < .05, η2 = 
0.113 for the segregated percept; Figure 3 left panels). The integrated phases were shorter and 
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the segregated phases were longer for the H-H and H-G compared with the G G Song 
conditions, for the original compared with the constant Rhythm conditions, and for the 
original compared with the random Melody conditions. 
 
4. Recognition of and familiarity with the songs 
Table 1 shows the summary of recognition and familiarity answers of the participants. 
Hungarian participants were all familiar with both Hungarian songs and most of them 
recognized them during the experiment. Further, despite very few of them being familiar with 
the German songs, many still recognized them from the experiment. None of the English 
participants were familiar with either the Hungarian or the German songs. All subjects, except 
for two, recognized at least one melody from the experiment. 
 
C. Discussion of Experiment I 
We found that both the melody and the rhythm of the temporal tone patterns introduced 
separately into the two interleaved sequences as well as familiarity with these patterns 
affected auditory stream segregation: each type of pattern helped participants to segregate the 
two interleaved tone sequences compared to the base condition, in which tones were delivered 
isochronously and in randomized order. 
The significant main effects of Melody on the duration of both the integrated and the 
segregated perceptual phases suggest that conformity with western musical conventions 
possibly helped to segregate the streams. Two different effects were observed: compared to 
the random pitch sequences, 1) the integrated phases became shorter, which can be 
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interpreted as an increase in the competitiveness of the segregated sound organization, and 2) 
segregated phases became longer, which can be interpreted as an increased stability of 
segregation. This effect was present in both groups of participants: regardless of whether or 
not participants knew the songs from before the experiment. This interpretation of the results 
is supported by results showing that listeners familiar with western musical conventions 
process the tonality of melodies even without formal musical training (Cuddy, 1991; Trainor 
and Trehub, 1994). However, there is a potential confound in comparing the original and 
random Melody conditions: the average pitch difference between successive notes of a 
melody is lower than that between the same notes delivered in a random order. Smaller pitch 
steps may have increased the coherence of the streams. Although this may have been an 
important factor, the fact that most listeners recognized the melodies encountered in the 
stimulus sequences after the main experimental session (Table 1) suggests that they have 
probably formed memory traces for these melodic patterns, allowing them to utilize the 
structure of the original melodies. 
Bendixen and colleagues (2010) found that regular pitch patterns separately introduced into 
two interleaved tone sequences extended the segregated phases, but did not shorten the 
integrated ones. These authors (see also Bendixen et al., 2013) suggested that whereas 
similarity-based cues of auditory stream segregation increase both the competitiveness 
(cutting short integrated phases) and the stability of the segregated percept (extending the 
segregated phases), predictability-based cues, such as repetitive pitch patterns only affect the 
stability of the corresponding sound organization. In contrast, here we found both of these 
effects for the presence of the original melodies. One possibility is that overlearned rules, 
such as the conventions of western music (for listeners brought up within this musical 
context), become percept-inducing cues of auditory stream segregation. In this case, one may 
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assume that the brain learns to utilize rules, such as tonality, for evaluating similarity between 
sounds during the initial grouping processes. 
Another possibility is that the detection of tonality biased auditory stream segregation by 
evoking processes operating outside auditory stream segregation (Winkler et al., 2009a). This 
alternative is supported by an important difference between the current study and those of 
Bendixen et al. (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et al., 2010), namely that whereas Bendixen 
and colleagues used very short (three/four tone) cycles in both streams, our melodies were 
considerably longer. Thus, whereas the short repeating patterns could be discovered by low-
level processes (see, e.g., Sussman et al., 1998), the current melodies could initially only 
activate the detection of tonality. Detecting tonality could have alerted higher-order systems 
either to check whether tonality holds throughout or to actually analyze the melody. These 
processes may have biased the competition between integration and segregation, favoring the 
segregated solution in which tonality/melody could be analyzed. Thus the difference between 
the effects found in the current and in Bendixen et al.’s (Bendixen et al., 2013; Bendixen et 
al., 2010) studies may be related to whether the cues based on regular temporal structure are 
processed together with the similarity-based cues of segregation (see the account of Bendixen 
et al., 2010; cf. Winkler et al., 2009a) or at higher levels of the system with access to 
long-term learned information (see Koelsch and Siebel, 2005). Alternatively, the results can 
be interpreted as supporting the view that object perception might is essentially a top-down 
process (Bar, 2007; Hochstein and Ahissar, 2002; Nahum et al., 2008) with contextual 
information priming the detection of sensory patterns. Finally, it is also possible that listeners 
learned even the unfamiliar melodies through repetitions during the stimulus blocks (at least 
during those times when they heard the segregated organization). Either way, the fact that 
most listeners recognized the melodies afterwards (irrespective of whether or not they knew 
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the songs from before the experiment) suggests that processes with access to long-term 
memory were engaged. 
Effects of familiarity were shown by the significant interaction between the Group, Song and 
Melody factors. Hungarian participants were more likely to segregate sequences containing 
the Hungarian songs compared with English participants. Indeed, most of the Hungarian 
participants reported after the experiment that they knew the two Hungarian songs from 
before the experiment (Table 1). This effect cannot be explained by the acoustic cues, such as 
the smaller average pitch difference between consecutive notes, since the increase of 
segregation for Hungarian songs in the Hungarian listeners was observed in addition to the 
Melody main effect. Thus familiarity with a given sound pattern helps this pattern to be 
segregated from concurrent sounds. This conclusion is supported by the findings of Bey and 
McAdams (2002) that when a melody was introduced to listeners before the presentation of 
two interleaved sequences separately containing pitch patterns, participants were more likely 
to detect this melody and segregate the interleaved sequences (see also Devergie et al., 2010). 
Such schema-based influences on auditory streaming have been suggested in Bregman’s 
(1990) framework as well as by Alain and Bernstein’s (2008) more recent account. 
The most dramatic effect found in the current study was that the presence of the original 
rhythm of the songs strongly promoted segregation, both by lengthening the segregated as 
well as by shortening the integrated perceptual phases. This result may indicate that rhythm 
acted both as a percept-inducing and as a stabilizing cue as it influenced both the competition 
between the percepts and the stability of the segregated percept (Denham and Winkler, 2006; 
Winkler et al., 2009a). A number of previous studies have shown that the auditory system 
detects rhythmic violations (see e.g., Geiser et al., 2009) even when the violations are not 
task-relevant (Ladinig et al., 2009). Further, neonates show brain responses suggesting that 
they are sensitive to gross rhythmic violations, such as the omission of the downbeat (Winkler 
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et al., 2009b).  Thus it is possible that rhythmic structure is extracted from a sound sequence 
even without voluntary effort, and that rhythm promotes the segregation of auditory streams. 
However the design of Experiment I included some confounding factors, allowing alternative 
interpretations of the results. First, the mean SOA was longer for the rhythmic than for the 
constant-SOA sequences – although this should promote integration, rather than segregation 
(van Noorden, 1975). Second, it is not clear whether participants actually processed the 
rhythmic structure of the sequences or whether the effect was due simply to SOA variation. 
Finally, it is also possible that segregation was caused by the overlap between tones from the 
two streams or by variation of the across-stream SOAs (shifting the tones from the halfway 
position between two successive tones in the other stream to random positions). Bregman and 
colleagues (Bregman et al., 2000) found that shorter temporal gaps and more overlap between 
high and low tones strongly promote segregation. In order to clarify which cue or cues were 
responsible for the effects observed in Experiment I, Experiment II was conducted. Because 
the significant interaction between the Rhythm and Song factors showed that the rhythm of 
the Hungarian songs had a more salient effect in both groups of listeners than the German 
songs, we only used the two Hungarian songs in Experiment II. In separate conditions, all of 
the above-mentioned confounds were tested: 1) mean SOA difference; 2) random SOA vs. 
rhythmic structure; 3) variation of the across-stream SOAs; and 4) overlap between tones 
belonging to different streams. 
 
III. EXPERIMENT II 
A. Methods 
1. Participants 
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Participants were thirty-one young healthy Hungarian volunteers aged between 18 and 26 
years (average age: 20.94 years, 17 female, 4 left handed). The experiment was conducted at 
the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and Psychology of the Research Centre for Natural 
Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Inclusion criteria were identical to those reported 
for Experiment I. 
 
2. Apparatus and stimuli 
Similarly to Experiment I, four-minute sequences of the ABAB… structures were constructed 
from the two Hungarian songs H1 and H2. The parameters were as described for Experiment 
I, except for the following: The melody was randomized in each condition (Random-Melody 
conditions in terms of Experiment I). The SOA was either constant (conditions with constant 
rhythm, Figure 4, right panel) or variable (conditions with uneven rhythm, Figure 4 left 
panel). 
In one of the six Constant Rhythm conditions, the SOA was 400 ms as it was in the Constant 
Rhythm conditions in Experiment I (Constant-Rhythm-400 condition). In the other five 
Constant-Rhythm conditions the SOA was 450 ms, setting it close to the combined mean 
SOA of the H1 and H2 songs (460.6 ms). In one of the latter Constant-Rhythm conditions the 
position of the B tone was set halfway between two A tones, as in all Constant-Rhythm 
conditions in Experiment I and the Constant-Rhythm-400 condition of Experiment II. This 
resulted in a uniform 225 ms across-stream SOA (Constant-Rhythm-450 condition). In two 
further Constant-Rhythm conditions, the B tones were shifted 20 ms forward or backward 
relative to the halfway position, resulting in 205 ms SOA between the A and B and 245 ms 
between B and A (Shifted-Forward condition), or 245 ms SOA between A and B and 205 ms 
SOA between B and A (Shifted-Backward condition). In the remaining two Constant-Rhythm 
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conditions, the B tone was either shifted forward or backward by 112 ms resulting in either 
each B tone overlapping the preceding A tone by 87 ms (the A-B SOA being 113 ms and the 
B-A SOA 337 ms; Overlap-Forward condition) or the A tone overlapping the preceding B 
tone (the A-B SOA being 337 ms and the B-A SOA 113 ms; Overlap-Backward condition). In 
each case, the overlap was equal to the average overlap between the A and B tones in the 
Original Rhythm condition. 
In the conditions with uneven rhythm (Figure 4, left panel), the order of the note durations 
either matched that of the original song (Original Rhythm) or was randomized (Mixed 
Rhythm). Finally, a condition with randomized SOA values (i.e., SOA could randomly take 
any value, not only those assigned to the note durations; Random Rhythm) was also 
administered. For the Random Rhythm sequences, SOA values were randomized while 
meeting the following criteria: a) the mean SOA values were 381.8 ms and 512.5 ms for H1 
and H2, respectively, b) SOA values ranged from 200 to 800 ms, and c) the average overlap 
between the A and the B tones  (87 ms) was identical to the Original Rhythm condition. This 
was achieved by starting from the two Original Rhythm stimulus sequences and time-shifting 
randomly selected tones by a random amount of time in a random direction (forward vs. 
backward), under three constraints. Firstly, tones were time-shifted in yoked pairs taken from 
the same song with the change in overlap caused by the shifting of one tone compensated by 
the corresponding shifting of the other tone. Secondly, only shifts resulting in an SOA within 
the SOA range of the Original Rhythm condition were allowed. Thirdly, only shifts keeping 
adjacent tones of the same sequence separated by at least 5 ms were allowed. Altogether, 600 
pairs of shifts were applied to each of the two interleaved tone sequences. In order to prevent 
the survival of fragments of the original rhythm, priority was given to shifting tones that had 
not been shifted previously and when a tone was repeatedly shifted, the direction of the shift 
was restricted to that of the previous shift(s). 
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The experimental session thus consisted of nine stimulus blocks (Original-Rhythm, 
Mixed-Rhythm, Random-Rhythm, Constant-Rhythm-400, Constant-Rhythm-450, 
Shifted-Forward, Shifted-Backward, Overlap-Forward, and Overlap-Backward) presented in a 
randomized order. The experimental procedures and data collection parameters were the same 
as reported for Experiment I. 
 
3. Data analysis 
The procedures for extracting perceptual phases and their parameters were identical to those 
described for Experiment I. Again, the overall proportions of the both and neither percepts 
were relatively small (both: 12.9%, neither: 1.0%); therefore, these were not analyzed further. 
The difference between the Constant-Rhythm-400 and the Constant-Rhythm-450 conditions 
was tested using Student’s t-test. The effects of rhythm, overlap, and shifting was tested using 
a one-way repeated measures ANOVA of the Manipulation factor with eight levels 
corresponding to eight conditions (all, except for the Constant-Rhythm-400 condition), 
separately for the two main percepts (integrated, segregated) and for the proportions and 
log-mean phase durations. Sphericity violations were corrected using the Greenhouse Geisser 
correction of degrees of freedom. Post hoc tests were performed using Tukey HSD tests. 
 
B. Results 
1. Mean SOA difference 
 No significant differences were found between the Constant-Rhythm-400 and -450 
conditions for either of the variables and percepts (p > .14).  
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Figure 5 shows the group-averaged proportion and log-mean phase duration values for the 
eight conditions included in the ANOVAs. The Manipulation factor had significant main 
effects in all four cases [F(7,210) = 16.78, ε = 0.498, p < .001, η2 = 0.359 for the integrated 
proportions;  F(7,210) = 14.87, ε = 0.562, p < .001, η2 = 0.331 for the segregated proportion; 
F(7,210) = 5.446, ε = 0.629, p < .001, η2 = 0.154 for the integrated log-mean phase durations; 
and F(7,210) = 3.128, ε = 0.680, p < .05, η2 = 0.094 for the segregated log-mean phase 
durations].  
 
2. Random SOA vs. rhythmic structure  
For the integrated and segregated proportions and log-mean phase durations, post-hoc tests 
revealed that the three conditions where rhythm was not constant (original rhythm, random 
rhythm and mixed rhythm) did not differ from each other or from the overlap forward and 
backward conditions (p > .12).  
 
3. Variation of the across-stream SOAs (shifting) and overlap between the tones 
The two Shifted (Forward and Backward) conditions and the Constant-Rhythm-450 condition 
resulted in higher proportions of integrated percepts than the five other conditions (all p < 
.01), except that the Shifted-Forward condition was not significantly different from the 
Overlap-Forward condition (p = .55). Further, the Constant-Rhythm-450 condition and the 
two shifted conditions did not differ from each other (all p > .29). The same, but opposite 
direction effects were found for the segregated proportions; the only difference was that the 
Overlap-Backward condition was not significantly different from any of the other conditions 
(p > .09).  
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For integrated log-mean phase durations the Overlap-Forward condition did not differ from 
the three variable SOA conditions (all p > .97). In contrast, the three variable SOA conditions 
brought about significantly shorter integrated phases than either the Constant-Rhythm-450 or 
the Shifted-Forward condition (both p < .05).  The Overlap-Backward and the Shifted-
Forward conditions were not different from any of the other conditions (all p > .07). For 
segregated log-mean phase durations, only the Shifted-Forward condition resulted in 
significantly shorter phases than that obtained in the Mixed- and Random-Rhythm conditions 
(all p < .05). 
 
C. Discussion of Experiment II 
The results argue against some of the alternative explanations for the findings in Experiment 
I. The difference in the average SOA had no significant effect on the results. Also, no 
differences were obtained in our measures of the perceptual phases between the Original-
Rhythm and the two randomized rhythm (Mixed- and Random-rhythm) conditions. This 
suggests that the rhythm effects found in Experiment I were probably not related to listeners 
using the musical rhythmic structure of the sequences as a cue of auditory stream segregation, 
because random (unstructured) but non-isochronous temporal structure had a similar effect. 
Further, the results obtained in these conditions didn’t significantly differ from those found 
for the Constant-Rhythm conditions with overlap between the tones from the two interleaved 
sequences. Because overlaps between tones belonging to the two interleaved sequences 
occurred in all variable-SOA conditions (Original, Mixed, and Random Rhythm conditions) 
these results indicate that in the various conditions with variable SOA, segregation was 
mainly promoted by tone overlap. This result is consistent with those of Bregman (2000).  
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On the surface, the current results contrast those of Devergie et al. (2010), Andreou et al. 
(2011), and Rimmele et al. (2012), who all found an increase of segregation when the to be 
ignored distractor sequence was delivered with a constant inter-onset interval (IOI) compared 
with when it was delivered with a random IOI. In these studies the degree of segregation was 
assessed in terms of how well listeners recognized a known melody (Devergie et al., 2010), 
detected an intensity pattern (Andreou et al., 2011), or detected an intensity-deviant sound 
embedded in one of the two interleaved tone sequences (Rimmele et al., 2012). Rimmele and 
colleagues (2012) found this only for young adults but not for elderly listeners. They also 
found a similar effect of regular IOI when the to-be-attended sequence was manipulated. In all 
three studies, the tones of the interleaved sequences either did not overlap each other in the 
compared conditions (Devergie et al., 2010 and Rimmele et al., 2012) or across-stream sound 
overlap was present in both compared conditions (Andreou et al., 2011). In the current study, 
the corresponding comparisons are those between the Overlap and the variable-SOA 
conditions (i.e., both conditions include across-stream overlap, as we have no variable-SOA 
condition without overlap). However, in contrast with Andreou et al. (2011), we found no 
significant increase of stream segregation for the Overlap compared with the variable-SOA 
conditions. The current paradigm differs from the three previous studies in two important 
ways. A) Participants in those studies were actively trying to segregate the interleaved 
sequences, because they were required to attend to one of them in order to perform their task. 
Thus participants may have used the strategy of actively suppressing the distractor sequence 
(which was helped by the isochronous compared with the jittered presentation of the 
distractors). In Rimmele et al.’s (2012) reversed condition (comparing between regular and 
random IOI in the to-be-attended sequence) listeners could have latched on to the regular 
timing of the sequence they followed. In contrast, in the current study, listeners had no task 
related specifically to either of the interleaved sequences and thus they may not have 
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attempted to use all possible cues for segregating the two sequences. This difference in the 
paradigms therefore suggests that rhythmic regularities may only be used voluntarily as cues 
for stream segregation. B) The other difference between the current paradigm and those which 
showed that predictable timing helps stream segregation is that whereas we manipulated the 
temporal schedule of both interleaved sequences together (i.e., either both having variable or 
constant IOI), the three previous studies always delivered one sequence with random IOI and 
manipulated only the timing of the other sequence. Interleaving one sequence with regular IOI 
and another with random IOI could have biased the auditory system to utilize this cue for 
distinguishing the two sequences thus biasing the competition between the segregated and 
integrated sound organizations. This suggestion is compatible with that of Cusack et al. 
(2004), who proposed that qualitatively different streams are easier to segregate. The regular 
vs. irregular temporal schedule could have been acting as such a qualitative cue distinguishing 
the two interleaved sequences. 
Shifting the tones (producing uneven across-stream SOAs) did not have a large effect on the 
perception of the sequences compared with the basic Constant-Rhythm condition. However, 
in some analyses the shifted sequences also did not differ from the overlap condition, 
suggesting that the results in these conditions varied more across listeners. It is possible that a 
larger shift, which still would not produce overlap between the interleaved tones, would have 
yielded perceptual patterns more similar to the overlap conditions.  
One puzzling aspect of Experiment II is that the direction of the overlap appeared to have 
some effect on perception. When the ‘B’ tones commenced during the delivery of the ‘A’ 
tones (Overlap Forward) the results were similar to the three variable SOA conditions. 
However when ‘A’ tones commenced during the delivery of the ‘B’ tones (Overlap 
Backward) the effects of overlap were similar to those of the variable SOA only for the 
proportion of the integrated percept, but not for the other variables. In general, the ‘A’ and 
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‘B’ tones only differed from each other in their localization (ITD and IID). This may suggest 
that left-to-right and right-to-left overlaps are not processed fully symmetrically in the brain, 
perhaps because the right auditory cortex is more extensively involved in the processing of 
sound-source lateralization than the left one (Kaiser et al., 2000). 
 
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  
The present experiments were designed to assess the effects of cues based on temporal 
structure on auditory stream segregation. We tested the effects of melody, rhythm, and 
familiarity by introducing tone patterns structured in various ways into two interleaved tone 
sequences. In order to avoid interactions between the effects of the various temporal and/or 
pitch-based regularities and the basic separation of the two interleaved sequences, the two 
interleaved sequences differed in ITD and IID (the main cues of sound lateralization) as 
opposed to frequency differences employed in most previous studies. This setup allowed the 
tunes to occupy largely overlapping pitch ranges, while producing balance between 
segregation and integration without the additional cues. A setup based on ITD and IID 
differences thus provides a good test-bed for future similar studies. 
In Experiment I, we found that sequential pitch patterns structured in accordance with 
well-known rules (western musical conventions) as well as familiarity with the concrete 
patterns supports the segregation of auditory streams. These cues stabilize the segregated 
sound organization. Although, in contrast to Bendixen et al.’s earlier results (Bendixen et al., 
2013; Bendixen et al., 2010) we found some signs that melodic pitch patterns also increase the 
likelihood for listeners to switch away from the integrated percept, the current results can also 
be explained by assuming a bias evoked by higher-level processes, such as checking for 
compliance with tonality. 
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Experiment II showed that the dramatic segregation-promoting effect of rhythmic structure 
found in Experiment I was either entirely or at least largely (with some possible effects of 
predictability, see Devergie et al., 2010) caused by overlaps between the tones of the two 
interleaved sequences. This result is compatible with those of Bregman et al. (2000) 
suggesting that overlap between two sounds acts as a strong cue of auditory stream 
segregation, both helping to reject the integrated sound organization and stabilizing the 
segregated one. 
In summary, the presence of both melody and rhythm, separately inserted into two interleaved 
tone sequences promoted segregation of two sequences. In general, both of these temporal-
structure-based cues increased the proportion of segregation and they did so by extending the 
duration of the intervals during which listeners heard two streams as well as shortening the 
intervals during which they heard a single stream. Thus these cues can both induce and 
stabilize auditory streams. Both the effects of melody and rhythm have been further qualified. 
The effects of melody are stronger for familiar tunes suggesting the involvement of long-term 
memory in auditory scene analysis. The effects of rhythm have been found to be mediated by 
overlap between the tones of the two streams. However, two issues remain open. Firstly, it is 
possible that well-learned rules, such as tonality may act as percept-inducing cues, perhaps by 
extending what is regarded as “similar” by the brain. Secondly, it is possible that some 
temporal-structure-based cues bias auditory scene analysis by engaging processes operating 
outside the primary mechanisms of auditory stream segregation (cf., Alain and Bernstein, 
2008). 
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TABLE I. The number and percentage of participants who were familiar with and/or 
recognized one or both Hungarian and/or German songs in the Hungarian (top row) and in the 
English (bottom row) group. 
 
 Familiarity Recognition 
 Hungarian songs German songs Hungarian songs German songs 
Hungaria
n 
22(100%) 3(13.5%) 18(81.8%) 13(59.1%) 
English 0 0 18(85.7%) 14(66.7%) 
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FIGURE 1. Musical scores for each of the four songs used in Experiment I. 
FIGURE 2. Percept proportions. Each panel shows percept proportions obtained for the 
Hungarian (left column within each panel) and the English group (right column within each 
panel), respectively. Except for the bottom right panel, rows within each panel show the three 
possible Song combinations (Hungarian-Hungarian, German-German, Hungarian-German. 
The top-left panel compares the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody (left) and Constant- 
Rhythm/Original-Melody (right) conditions, thus illustrating the effects of the Melody factor. 
The bottom-left panel compares the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody (left) and Original- 
Rhythm/Random-Melody (right) conditions, thus illustrating the effects of the Rhythm factor. 
The top-right panel shows the effects of Rhythm and Melody together by comparing between 
the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody (left) and Original-Rhythm/Original-Melody (right) 
conditions. The bottom-left panel shows the same three comparisons but with the Song factor 
collapsed: Melody (upper row), Rhythm (middle row), and Melody and Rhythm together 
(bottom row). 
FIGURE 3. Log-mean perceptual phase durations. Each panel shows log-mean perceptual 
phase durations for the Hungarian (left column within each panel) and the English group 
(right column within each panel), respectively. Except for the bottom right panel, rows within 
each panel show the three possible Song combinations (Hungarian-Hungarian, German- 
German, Hungarian-German. The top-left panel compares the Constant-Rhythm/Random- 
Melody (left) and Constant-Rhythm/Original-Melody (right) conditions, thus illustrating the 
effects of the Melody factor. The bottom-left panel compares the Constant-Rhythm/Random- 
Melody (left) and Original-Rhythm/Random-Melody (right) conditions, thus illustrating the 
effects of the Rhythm factor. The top-right panel shows the effects of Rhythm and Melody 
together by comparing between the Constant-Rhythm/Random-Melody (left) and Original- 
Rhythm/Original-Melody (right) conditions. The bottom-left panel shows the same three 
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comparisons but with the Song factor collapsed: Melody (upper row), Rhythm (middle row), 
and Melody and Rhythm together (bottom row).  
FIGURE 4. Schematic illustration of the experimental conditions. The left panels illustrate the 
non-isochronous experimental conditions. The Original Rhythm and Mixed Rhythm 
conditions contain the same silent intervals but their order is different. In the Random Rhythm 
condition, the average overlap between the left and right tones was set to match the Original 
Rhythm condition, whereas the duration of the silent intervals varied continuously between 
the shortest and longest interval of the Original Rhythm condition. The right panels show the 
isochronous conditions. 
FIGURE 5. Percept proportions and log-mean perceptual phase durations. The top panel 
shows the proportions while the bottom panel shows the log-mean phase durations. The rows 
show the two kinds of manipulations: Rhythm (Constant-Rhythm-450, Original-Rhythm, 
Mixed-Rhythm, and Random-rhythm) and Shift/Overlap (Shifted-Forward, Shifted-
Backward, Overlap-Forward, and Overlap-Backward).  





